Serafim R1+ iOS Setting --20211215

1. Go to Settings > Accessibility > Touch, then enable AssistiveTouch to
make it work properly.

2. Turn off the「Pefrom Touch Gestures」function.

**Note** Please do not change the value of 「TRACKING SENSITIVITY」. If you touch
it by mistake or it is not the default value, it will affect the pedal function. You need
to remake the phone to restore the default value.

Steps to restore default settings：
「Settings」>「General」>「Transfer or Reset iPhone」
>「Reset」>「Reset All Settings」.
**「Reset All Settings」**The data will not be deleted, but the phone will be reset to
the original factory default settings, such as: Apple Pay, fingerprint recognition,
wallpaper, network, home screen, APP placement, etc...
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3. Turn off the Portrait Orientation Lock.

4. After the Serafim R1+ Bluetooth receiver box is switched to iOS mode, the power
is turned on, and the blue indicator light will light up and flash.

5. The bluetooth of the mobile phone is turned on and paired with Serafim R1+.
After the pairing is successful, the blue indicator of the bluetooth receiving box of
Serafim R1+ will blink at a slower frequency.

6. Enter Serafimplay APP to log in and select R Series, click Bluetooth below to
check whether Serafim R1+ is connected, if there is no Serafimplay APP, restart it.

7. Go back to the Serafimplay APP homepage and click the member icon at the top
right, and click Bluetooth firmware update. After the firmware update is
complete, please turn Bluetooth off and then turn it on in the iPhone settings,
and the Serafimplay APP will also restart

8. Select the game you want to play, refer to the setting method below to enter the
game settings, press APPLY, apply success will be displayed after success, if it fails,
then restart the Serafimplay APP.

9. After successfully entering the game, you will see a small white dot on the top
left of the screen. If the small white dot is directly above or below the left, please
go back to the main screen of the phone, and place the phone horizontally to the
left to return to the game. That's it.

10. Step on the right pedal and a small white dot will appear at the bottom right of
the phone, and step on the left pedal and a small white dot will appear at the
bottom of the phone. The setting is successful.

